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THE COVINGTON AND CINCINNATI

SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

Part 1.—The Original Structure. Features of

Present Reconstruction. General Elevation

and Section Details and Design of Anchor

age and Saddle Girders.

The Covington and Cincinnati suspension

bridge was designed and built by John A.

Roebling, at a cost of $1,828.00. It was begun

in 1857, and when finished in 1867 was the

heaviest and the longest suspensio - bridge in. the

world. Its total length was 2,206 feet, width

36 feet, height of towers 200 feet, river span

  

1,057 feet long, and 103 feet above low water

mark at the center and 91 feet at the towers.

The clear width of carriage way was 20 feet and

the maximum grade 51/: per cent.

There were two iron cables, each 1,700 feet

long and 12% inches in diameter, with an

aggregate breaking strength of 8,400,000 pounds.

Each cable contained 5,000 No. 9 B. W. G. wires

of 1/60 square inch sectional area. The wires

were laid in seven strands which were con

nected to the anchors by chains of iron eye bars

in alternate sets of 16 and 17, which with the

ends of the cable were bedded in cement ma

sonry. The cables had a versed sine of 90 feet,

and were cradled so as to lie in inclined planes

50 feet apart at the saddles, 30 feet at the

anchorage and 24 feet at the center of the span.

The towers were built of masonry, each hav

ing a single pier, about 83 feet by 53 feet in

extreme dimensions, resting on a timber plat

form which is sunk 12 feet below low water to

hard gravel foundation. The piers were built

solid, excepting a 19x30 foot well hole on the
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center up to the floor level. Above the floor

they continue in separate portions on each side

of the roadway. These pairs of tcr'ers are each

about 40 by 22 feet, and were united by a ma

sonry arch of 30 feet span and 20 feet length

over the roadway, with the crown of its intrados

73 feet 6 inches above floor level. Above the

arch the masonry was carried up to form a

single tower, about 75 by 40 feet in extreme

dimensions, with seats for the cable saddles at

an elevation of 197 feet above low water, and

an ornamental cornice and parapet around this

platform.

In 1895 the traffic across the bridge had at—

tained a volume averaging" 1,200 electric cars,

1,000 trucks and wagons, and 0,000 foot passen

gers a day, and in order to increase its capacity,

add to its strength and rigidity and permit an

unlimited speed of vehicles upon it, the present

reconstruction was undertaken. This involved

the rebuilding of the approaches and extending

them 557 feet, so that the total length of the

ridge is now 2,703 feet, the rectification of the

grade, the widening of the carriage way and

foot walks, the addition of effective stiffening

trusses, and the building of two new cables

and anchorages that more than double the carry

ing strength of the structure. The new cables

are each 1,970 feet long and 10% inches in diam

eter, made up of 2,226 wires, No. 6 B. W. G., in 21

strands, and having a total breaking strength of

24,000,000 pounds for both cables. Between the

towers these cables are exactly 6 feet above the

old cables and parallel to them in the same

planes as the old ones, which have been changed

to suit the new construction. Beyond the tow

ers the old and new cables diverge slightly, and
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the latter go to new anchorages, where they are

snclliTd by steel eye-bar chains with seven and

elgnt members in alternate panels. The stiffen

ing trusses are 31 feet 3 inches apart center to

center and are ordinary pin-connected Pratt truss

es, with intersecting diagonals in each panel and

adjustment sleeve nuts in all the counters. The

trusses are continuous from anchorages to the

middle of the river span, where expansion is pro

vided for by a telescopic joint. The channel span

trusses are 13 feet 6 inches deep at the towers

and 28 feet deep at the centers, all the top

chcrds being curved, and all the bottom chords

(which are also compression members) being

  

straight, except as they conform to the camber,

which is 10 feet 6 inches in the main span and

approximately corresponds to the arc of a circle

of 13,280 feet radius. In the reconstruction of

the bridge the new anchorages were first built,

and by the time they were finished the new

approaches were completed. Then the new

cables were laid and adjusted, the old and new

cables were brought to the same planes, the new

floor system was assembled, and finally the new

stiffening trusses were erected.

The outline of the reconstructed bridge is

shown in Figure 1, which gives a diagram of

old and new cables and of the new stiffening

trusses. but omits a portion of the Cincinnati

approach, which is also in line of the bridge

axis and comprises 177 feet of embankment with

masonry retaining walls 52 feet wide from out

to out of parapets, one 25 foot and two 06 foot

plate girder street crossings, and a deck plate

girder viaduct 49% feet wide with 33-foot spans
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on steel columns, 200 feet long altogether, which

is partly shown on the left of Figure 1. At the

anchorage the roadway is 25 feet 10 inches wide

between the walls of the eye-bar chain wells;

elsewhere the roadway is everywhere 30 feet

wide and has a 9-foot sidewalk cantilevered out

each side and carried around tne outside of the

tower masonry. The old bridge had a roadway

of 20 feet 91/; inches in the clear and two 'I-foot

si-il walks, as shown by the cross sectional dia

gram. Figure 2, which indicate: in dotted lines

the relative new positions of the old and new

cables and the outline of new floor beam and

stiffening truss. The old stiffening trusses were

made with I-beam vertical posts, fiat diagonal

bars and pin connections at the bottom and a

Howe truss screw connection at the top. The

floor was of plank and the floor beams, which

were spaced 5 feet apart, were simple T-lnch iron

I-beams 38 feet long. These beams were re

inforced by a 9-inch center longitudinal stiff

suing stringer on top, and a 12-inch I-beam at

the bottom, which served as the king post for

the support of a tie rod. In Figure 2 a half cross

section at the center of the span is shown at the

right, and a half cross-section near the tower is

shown at the left.

The approach viaduct consists essentially cf

five lines‘ of longitudinal plate girders with 20

inch rolled transverse beams 8 feet apart for the

roadway, and 10-inch ones under the sidewalks.

The roadway floor is of concrete filled in 8

inches deep above the tops of longitudinal rivet

ed steel troughs, and paved with brick between

the ihi-pound girder rails that rest on 6x7-inch

cross ties laid on the troughs.

The new anchorages are arranged as shown

in I- igure 3, and are accessible for the upper two

panels, the lower ones being built in solid in

the ashlar masonry forming the pier, about

66x23x28 feet in principal dimensions and cal

culated to provide a reaction of 7,300 tons for

the anchor shoe, to resist a maximum tension of

3,‘!00 tons. The lower three courses are of di

mension stones fitted in solid around the chain

for about 18 feet around it. Each of these

courses and the face walls was carefully laid

out with headers and stretchers, and accurately

cut. and fitted. The rest of the pier is built of

first class heavy rubble hearting and ashlar
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face stones,mostly 3x6x2 it. The first two courses

are each of 22 inches rise, and the remainder are

2 feet each. The cast-steel anchor plates, Figure

4, are 14 feet across, 32 inches deep, made of

metal from 11,4 to 21,5 inches thick, and weigh

3,700 pounds each. The arrangement and di

mensions of the anchor chain where it is at

tached to the cable strands is shown in Figure

5. The lower panels are similar to panels 4 and

5.

The arrangement of cable supports on the tops

of the towers is shown by half plans and eleva

tion diagram in Figure 6. The old cables are

supported on saddles rolling on two 8x11 feet

cast-iron beds B B B B, each set in cement mor

tar in a depressed bed sunk in the surface of

the masonry. These depressions were extensi

eli 214x11 feet each side of each old bed, and in

them were set new cast-iron bed plates B C C B,

two at each saddle, eight in all, with their

upper surfaces continuous with those oi.’ the old

bed. A portion of the bed of the old saddle A B

B A about 11/2x11 feet extended clear of the ver

tical web, and this together with the new bed

of the plate formed a surface A C C A about

41:11 feet each side of each table, upon which a

new base plate was set to carry the new struc

ture that supports the new cable above the old

one. On each base plate were set four short

heavy steel columns with their tops connected
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by a system of 30-inch plate girders, trans

verse to the bridge axis, riveted together

with web connections, and to a. thick

horizontal top plate, so as to form an eight

legged platform 9 feet 2 inches by 9 feet 91/;

inches on top and 6% feet in extreme height above

the top of the masonry that stands like a table

above each of the four old saddles, clearing them

and their cables, and providing a support above

their centers, upon which in each case is set

a cast-steel bed, rollers and saddles. The prin

cipal details and dimensions of the new saddles,

platforms, etc., are shown by sectional plans and

elevation in Figure 7. The general design of

the stiffening truss and the features of its end

portals at the anchorages are shown in Figure

8. The floor in the channel span roadway is of

pine plank, 5% inches thick with a 21/z-inch oak

wearing surface, and has been raised 3 feet

above its former position at the center of the

span, and 7 feet at the end abutments.

Mr. William Hildenbrand, who has been en

gaged previously on suspension bridge work

for the Brooklyn bridge, the Sixth Street

bridge, Pittsburg, the Wheeling bridge, and

other places, is the engineer of the work, and

has designed and prepared the plans and super

vised the new structure with the aid of but one

professional assistant for the field work and in

spection, namely, Mr. Allan Cox at first and

afterward Mr. S. W. Gunn. The data from

which the structure is here described were re

ceived through Mr. Hildenbrand’s courtesy and

from the contractors.

The cost of reconstruction will be about

$650,000 in all, including the acquisition of

real estate for the extended Cincinnati ap

proach and also all temporary work and con

structions for maintaining traflic and for rais

ing'the grade. The work has been executed in

day’s labor by the employees of the bridge com

pany, who built and adjusted the new cables,

attached the suspenders and stays, laid the

track and floor, raised the old bridge and uni

all the temporary work necessary for main

taining the traffic, which was never interrupted

during the whole construction.

The Edge Moor Bridge Works, of Wilmington,

Del., of which Mr. S. P. Mitchell is manager and

Mr. C. W. Bryan is engineer, were the contrac

tors for the general steel work. They built and

erected the floor system and trusses of the sus

pension bridge and the plate-girder viaduct of

the Ohio approach. The mill and shop inspec

tion was done by Mr. G. C. Henning. Messrs.

Kirchner & Folz, of Cincinnati, 0., general con

tractors, built the anchorages, which were after

ward increased by Contractor Thomas Malony,

who also filled the well holes of the towers with

concrete. Messrs. John Malloy & Son were

ccnrractors for the concrete piers, masonry,

abutments and retaining walls of the Cincinnati

approach, as well as for building the ornamental

cnpola-capped turrets over the saddles on top of

the towers. The Phoenix Bridge Company,

Phoenixville, Pa., John Sterling Deans, M. Am.

Soc. C. E., chief engineer, furnished the anchor

bars, and the Pennsylvania Steel Company,

Steelton, Pa., J. V. W. Reynders, M. Am. Soc. C.

E., engineer of bridge department, furnished the

cast-steel saddles and built and erected the sad

dlc bridges. The huge cast-steel anchor plates

were furnished by the Pennsylvania Steel Cast

ing & Machine Company, of Chester, Pa. All

cable wire and wire rope was furnished by the

John A. Roebling’s Sons Company, of Trenton,

N. 1'.

(To be Continued.)

NOTES ON SPIRIT LEVELING.

At the meeting on February 16 of the Ameri

can Society of Civil Engineers Mr. Herbert M.

Wilson, M. Am. Soc. C. E., presented a. paper

on "Spirit Leveling of the United States Geo

logical Survey,” giving a summary of the details

of manipulation, the cost, the rate of speed and

the accuracy with which the work was per

formed. In the correspondence on this paper

which is printed in the “Transactions" a num

ber of interesting points were brought out,

drawn from experience in various localities.

Mr. W. Carvel Hall, who had been running a

line of spirit levels in the South for the past

two seasons, considered a rod with a flat

i'oot resting on a conical surface preferable to

one which rests in a cup-shaped turning point,

not only on account of the greater chance of

dirt clogging the foot of the rod and point, but

because the radius of the cup-shaped point must

be larger than that of the rod shoe, and it is

possible that there may be a change of height

with the rod apparently in the same position.

The wedge-shaped stripes on the faces of the

targets gave a much better mark for setting

than either a. plain stripe or the line of division

between two colors. The form of the vernier

obviated any parallax in the rod readings, the

effect of which had been very large for the

first 30 miles of the work referred to. On some

days the leveler and rodman had differed 20

times in their reading of the same rod, though

the personal equation was slight, as sometimes

one was too high and sometimes the other. The

cross-section of the latest rods was cruciform,

which will be much superior to the rectangular

shape adopted for the second set of rods, as

these warped badly, and when .the rod-levels

showed them to be plumb other parts of the

rods were inclined, making it diflicult to bisect

the target. The "double targeted" rods save a

great deal of time when it is required either to

run in the reverse from the normal direction

or to have the leveler check the rod reading be

fore duplicating the lines in the same direction.

As Mr. Wilson showed in his paper, a skin of

parafilned wood is sufllcient to prevent the rod

from swelling on account of dampness and is

much better than thorough saturation, because

then the screws will not hold, and the rod, being

so heavy, it is diflicult to keep it from being

badly scarred and splintered. The level used

in this work was very rigid, kept its adjust

ments well and was remarkably steady in windy

weather, as work had to be stopped on account

of the rods before the instrument was much af

fected. The wind did not cause the level to vi

brate, but made the bubble travel away from the

wind, and that only in very bad gusts.

Mr. Wilson devoted some space in his paper

to a consideration of spirit-level methods as dis

tinguished from geodesic methods for such

work, making reference to the lines run by Mr.

C. H. Van Orden, assistant of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey, from mean sea at

Boston to the old Coast Survey“Gristmill" bench

mark at Greenbush, N. Y., where the spirit level

determination was nearly a mean between two

geodesic determination. Professor T. C. Men

denhall, then superintendent of the Coast Sur

vey, tested the instruments and methods used

in this work and stated the result was such as

to give him great confidence in the line referred

to. Mr. Wilson expresses in his paper a pref

erence for spirit leveling. It seems, he states,

that, providing the instrument is well made

and substantial, and the bubble sufliciently sen

sitive, precise spirit leveling should be more

accurate than geodesic leveling, because the

operation is simpler and more direct, while its

results are at once evident and unencumbered

by complicated and bulky computations. The

primary argument against geodesic leveling, as

compared with spirit leveling, rests, says Mr.

Wilson, on the fact that in the former all the

burden of exact observing and recording rests

on the shoulders of one individual, the level

man; whereas, in spirit leveling the burden of

these observations is distributed, resting not

only on the levelman, but on two others, the

rodmen, who, if they are fairly high grade and

intelligent men, constitute a valuable check on

this stage of the work. Again, no instrumental

errors, that is, errors by instrument construc

tion, need enter into the spirit leveling which

cannot be readily eliminated by adjustment, re

peated rod settings and equalized sights; where

as, in geodesic leveling every error in instru

ment construction affects the work seriously,

through the fact that it is used as an angle

reading instrument as well as a spirit leveling

instrument, and corrections must be made for

errors of micrometer run, errors of collima

tion, etc. Mr. Hall points out a serious objection

to geodesic leveling aside from those mentioned

by Mr. Wilson, for the leveling instrument when

in use in the field is always settling. There are

very few cases where masonry can be used as

a support, and as there is nothing whatever

which tends to raise the level it must settle.

The worst places are where the frozen ground,

thawed by the tripod legs, lets the instrument

down quicker than usual, and it is almost im

possible to keep the bubble centered. In geo

desic leveling, after recording the reading of the

micrometer head at each station,whichindicates

the point at which the bubble is level, it is as

sumed that the reading remains constant during

the time of observing at that station. Mr. Hall

does not think this can be the case, but that the

instrument settles, and the vertical angle com

putations, instead of being based on alevel line

as assumed, are really based on lines more

or less inclined, which, if true, introduces a se

rious source of error. Records of a single day's

work are quoted to show the relative differences

in heights of adjacent turning points. The

sights were all between 295 and 305 feet long

and the total divergence between the two lines

for that day was only 0.004 feet. Six times

no diiference was made; eight times there was

a difference of 0.001 foot, ten times of 0.002 foot,

six times of 0.003 foot and twice of 0.004 foot.

All this difference cannot be charged to the in

correct centering of the bubble. Part goes to

the settlement of turning points and instru

ments, part to "split thousandths" and part to

the inaccurate bisection of the targets. Though

the bubble may not be truly centered invariably,

still the error, by careful manipulation, would

be a balancing one and of slight effect on the

work. Mr. Hall believes better work can be

done with the 8-second bubble than with the

very delicate bubbles generally used in precise

leveling, for they are affected by outside influ

ences and are not so integral a part of the in

strument, consequently centering the bubble

will frequently throw the instrument out of

level. Though shorter sights must. be taken

with the coarser bubble, more work can be done

with it in a day because of its easier manipula

tion. The speed attained in the work of the

Geological Survey during the past season has

apparently been about 7.5 miles per day, against

5.6 miles for that of geodesic leveling, which

Mr. Hall considers not such a great difference

after all.

Mr. C. H. Van Orden could not agree with Mr.

Wilson as to the non-importance of a bubble

tender, as he considers it of the greatest impor

tance to have a man to keep the bubble in the

middle of the tube at all times; so important, in

fact, that it is to him nearly the difference be

tween good and ordinary work. Professor

Boersch, in the "Zeitschrift fiir Vermessungs

wesen," after a discussion of the precise level

states that it remains always preferable in field

observation, where the tripod is used, to em

ploy bubbles which come to rest. Mr. Van Or

den considered the double simultaneous line of

the highest value—for check, if for nothing

else—and urged its use even if it were to be run

both ways. With a height of instrument com

mon to both lines one is enabled to pick up

small errors, such as one rod not on the highest

point of the bench, mud on the bottom of the

rod, mistake of an even hundredth in reading,

etc. It is also important in making observa—

tions where there is refraction. Results do not

verify the stress which has been laid on the

value of short sights and of sights of the same

length at all times. In the double line between
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